2018 CORE MODULES

Patricia Theron

In her 1989 essay, Choosing the Margin as a Place of Radical Openness,
bell hooks sees this temporary space – the carnival – as a place that
could be occupied strategically. In this way, the carnival becomes a
place that is visited periodically for those who consider themselves
within the practice of oppositional politics. She identifies this
oppositional politics as one that is wary of cooption and locates
its starting point in ‘pushing against oppressive boundaries set by
race, sex, and class domination’. Although hooks speaks specifically
about race, class and gender struggles, we would argue that this
mode of practice is adaptable to various methods of dissent. This
course will take the form of interventions within popular media
using Afro-futurism, a capacious theoretical terrain that looks at
a variety of Black artists who use the future as a place to locate
their bodies beyond the ontological assumption of their bodies’
oppression. The course will blur the space that currently exists
between academic and popular culture, and discuss ways in
which discourse can be altered through the adoption of popular
media. Using the notion of Rabelais’ laughter, the course will assist
students to formulate strategic dissent, taking notes from Afrofuturism, its adopters, and how they learned to play the system.

Steven Hobbs, CE
Nabeel Essa, CE
Lauren Clark, CE
Prof Federico Freschi, OI

“Cities are the concentrations of our best thoughts
and ideas, of all that is intuitive to humanity and
innovative through its technologies.“

TH 1
Module Leader: Patricia Theron
Module Title: Steering Africa’s Future Cities
Cities are the concentrations of our best thoughts and ideas, of all
that is intuitive to humanity and innovative through its technologies.
There are multiple ways that global cities can be understood and
many mechanisms for analysis. To bring any city into ‘thinkability’,
it is only fair to approach research objectively and with rigour. For
African students of architecture interested in engaging with new
forms emerging in our urban landscapes, the focus would naturally be
on the spatial development of African cities. There are many ways that
global cities can be understood and many mechanisms for analysis.
Just as any architect should have a knowledge of structures, so any
spatial designer who wishes to gain traction in the urban realm must
have an awareness of economic, political, social and cultural dynamics
which inform every interaction occurring in a global, inter-connected
network. Techniques such as benchmarking and indicator analysis,
as well as terms such as ‘circular economies’, ‘creative capitals’,
‘knowledge economies’ and ‘smart cities’ will become the new
means of designing future cities with the capacity to promote
equitable growth and offer sectors attractive to the young African
population. The challenge of Africa’s urban future calls on all our
powers of innovation and imagination. Examples and precedents
are important but solutions often lie within the unique, the casespecific and the local, where organisation is implicit and often
self-structured or emergent. This course will present a series of
concepts and practical methods for assessing contemporary and
future African cities.

“Techniques such as benchmarking and indicator
analysis, as well as terms such as ‘circular
economies’, ‘creative capitals’, ‘knowledge
economies’ and ‘smart cities’ will become the new
means of designing future cities with the capacity
to promote equitable growth and offer sectors
attractive to the young African population.”

Stephen Steyn
Mxolisi Makhubo

“Under the banner of revolution, the 20th century
has seen unprecedented transformation. But as
Peter Sloterdijk points out, nothing has really
revolved. It seems, instead, that the 20th century
has misplaced its gestural metaphor. Instead of a
revolution, the primary gesture of the 20th century
is instead foregrounding - making explicit what
was once implicit. ”

DR
DESIGN REALISATION PORTFOLIO
Course Convener: Prof Lesley Lokko
Visiting Research Fellow: Ricardo Assis Rosa
Course Tutor: Trevor McGurk

TH 3
Elective Leader: Stephen Steyn
Elective Title: Uncommon Knowledge: Forgetting
René Descartes
There are two worlds. There is the world that exists and there is
the world that is made. The course of western metaphysics has
produced a common knowledge about the nature of Nature that
encourages us to think of reality as an existing condition, which can
be known ever more accurately through incremental refinement
of the scientific method. This way of thinking splits the world into
an objective reality and a subjective reality; a world of facts and a
world of opinions, bodies and minds, buildings and programmes,
objects and concepts. These divides have been idealised in the
popular imagination since both worlds are easier to study if
they are assumed to be separate from one another. Under the
banner of revolution, the 20th century has seen unprecedented
transformation. But as Peter Sloterdijk points out, nothing has really
revolved. It seems, instead, that the 20th century has misplaced its
gestural metaphor. Instead of a revolution, the primary gesture of
the 20th century is instead foregrounding − making explicit what was
once implicit. The modern project has been to ever more carefully
categorise and organise things. One of the greatest conceptual
innovations of modernity started with René Descartes. The
Cartesian coordinates system serves to locate things in abstract
space, where they can be placed relative to one another. In order
to categorise and organise them, things have to be described
(written down, drawn or represented in some way) and when they
are so categorised, they cross the divide, they exit the world that
exists and they enter the world that is made. Now this process
has become so prolific that we can no longer discern between the
world that is and the world that is made − we are now entering the
Anthropocene. But our intuition as designers has always been that
reality is not only something which exists, but is, in fact, constantly
being produced. At every turn, architecture has defied the illusion of
a dual world by straddling the divide between objects and subjects,
(or, for that matter, by being caught in the chasm, depending on
one’s point of view). It is both a thing which is exists, like nature,
but also a way of knowing, like culture. The current conceptual shift
taking place in the wider public is an awareness which architects
have long since internalised. Through close readings of some of
the most prominent works of contemporary cultural criticism and
political philosophy, this course will develop challenges to common
definitions of architecture and, by critically revisiting commonly
held assumptions, attempt make use of some of the unique
opportunities of this historical moment.

“At every turn, architecture has defied the illusion
of a dual world by straddling the divide between
objects and subjects, (or, for that matter, by being
caught in the chasm, depending on one’s point
of view).”

“Although hooks speaks specifically about race,
class and gender struggles, we would argue
that this mode of practice is adaptable to
various methods of dissent.”

Ricardo Assis Rosa
Prof Lesley Lokko
Trevor McGurk

“Through close readings of some of the most
prominent works of contemporary cultural criticism
and political philosophy, this course will develop
challenges to common definitions of architecture
and, by critically revisiting commonly held
assumptions, attempt make use of some of the
unique opportunities of this historical moment.”

The Design Realisation Portfolio programme provides an opportunity
for students to engage with the more detailed technical and material
resolution aspects of their major design projects. Students are asked
to reflect upon their relationship with technology, the environment
and the profession. Through lectures, specialised workshops, maker
seminars, outings and tutorials with a wide range of dynamic industry
experts, outcomes will focus on project-specific experimentation,
research and resolution.

WS (Ways of Seeing) is a series of lectures and workshops
in Semester 1 run by artist Stanley Hermans that provoke and
inspire you to ‘see’ things differently (the world, the city, your
own work). Stephen Hobbs, Nabeel Essa and Lauren Clark are our
in-house CE (Critics Extraordinaire) across all Units and finally,
OI (Ornamentation and Identity) is a series of lectures on the
relationship between buildings, façade ornamentation and politics,
delivered by FADA’s very own Dean, Prof Federico Freschi! We add
to this exciting list continuously, so check the website and social
media for new courses which may be added throughout the year.

“The Design Realisation Portfolio programme
provides an opportunity for students to engage
with the more detailed technical and material
resolution aspects of their major design projects.”

Marlette Compion-Venter
Mariapaola McGurk

“G-PLUS courses are elective (meaning you
choose whether to take one or not) and noncredit-bearing but come with a whole range of
benefits for students keen to take advantage of
the knowledge and experiences on offer. G-PLUS
courses are a unique platform for engagement
with contemporary architecture and city cultures
through critical enquiry into subjects usually
seen as ‘beyond’ architecture.”

2018 G-PLUS COURSES
G-PLUS courses are elective (meaning you choose whether to
take one or not) and non-credit-bearing but come with a whole
range of benefits for students keen to take advantage of the
knowledge and experiences on offer. G-PLUS courses are a unique
platform for engagement with contemporary architecture and
city cultures through critical enquiry into subjects usually seen as
‘beyond’ architecture. Distinguished practitioners from different
backgrounds (such as historians, critics, writers, designers, lawyers,
activists and curators) bring a diversity of perspectives and skills to
the courses.

Hugh Fraser
Ina Louw

Motshabi Tyelele, SP
Caryn Katz, SP

TH 2

Zaheer Cassim
Ingrid Martens

Module Leaders: Stephen Steyn (advisor), Mxolisi Makhubo
Module Title: Formulating Dissent
(or How To Be Productive While Remaining on the Margin)
In Rabelais and His World, Russian philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin
proposes the carnival as a space for waging war on the status
quo. He argues that the European folkloric carnival, and those
that occupy the carnivalesque, are undoing bodily conventions
(gender, race, class, etc.) through the occupation of a grotesque
body – a body that stands in stark contrast to its ‘intended’ use.
In the carnival, all societal rules get waived in favour of excess,
parody, and hedonism. The suppressed can occupy the carnival
for counter-hegemonic practices under the safety of an imaginary
utopia, in which authoritarianism gets suspended for the sake of
the extra-political. The carnival’s rules are the only rules – and
there are no rules. Brad Erickson, in his article, George Clinton and
David Bowie: The Space Race in Black and White, Popular Music and
Society, argues that this mode of practice, of revolting with laughter,
allows the artists to dissent while avoiding the severe consequences
that would be applicable outside the carnival period. The carnival
becomes a place ripe for sowing the seeds of dissent with a smile
on your face.

“The course will blur the space that currently
exists between academic and popular culture, and
discuss ways in which discourse can be altered
through the adoption of popular media. Using the
notion of Rabelais’ laughter, the course will assist
students to formulate strategic dissent, taking
notes from Afro-futurism, its adopters, and how
they learned to play the system.“

The programme as a whole benefits from collaborations and
conversations across the school. For 2018, we have the following
on offer: SP (Speaking & Presenting), run by Caryn Katz and
Motshabi Tyelele. This is a six-week course spread over the first
Semester which aims to improve your public speaking (and review
and examination) skills, and teaches you productive and energising
ways to turn your nerves to your best advantage.

Prof Christo Vosloo

PP
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
Course Convener: Prof Christo Vosloo
Architectural Professional Practice aims to provide students
with the essential knowledge and skills required to implement and
realise their design solutions. It acknowledges that this may happen
in a conventional or developmental context. The course therefore
covers both conventional agreements and protocols and those used
in developing contexts. It also acknowledges that implementation
requires specific people skills and a financially viable and wellmanaged office to support the process.

“Architectural Professional Practice aims at
providing students with the essential knowledge
and skills required to implement and realise their
design solutions. It acknowledges that this may
happen in a conventional or developmental context.”

IP (Intellectual Property) is a four-week course run by Denise
Fouché which introduces you to key concepts in intellectual
property law, privacy and social media, and how changes in the
law may affect your work as architects and students.
AF (Architecture & Film) is a semester-long film club, held on
Monday evenings with carefully-selected documentaries and
films that we think are part of every architecture students’
vocabulary. Films are accompanied by a wine bar and followed
by a short discussion.

2018
ADMINISTRATION, PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES AND OPERATIONS

MR (Music & Resistance) is a four week course with Mxolisi
Makhubo that looks at the role of music in resistance politics
in South Africa under apartheid.

Denise Fouché & Marlette Compion-Venter join us this year to
tackle the School’s operations and strategic development. Denise
has a background in publishing and intellectual property law, and
will be in charge of the School’s strategic operations. Marlette has
a background in marketing, communications and branding and a
Master’s in Public Health. She will be working closely with Denise
and the HoS to manage operational capacity. We also have a
whole host of adjunct and part-time professionals who assist with
all aspects of the School’s events, exhibitions, website, external
relations, videography and photography. Details are always on the
website but we’re delighted to welcome back our core Professional
Services Team: Mariapaola and Trevor McGurk (The Coloured
Cube); Zaheer Cassim (videographer), Hugh Fraser (events
photographer), Ina Louw (travel and part-time PA), Emmaneel
van der Merwe (graphic design_2015–17), Fred Swart (graphic
design_2018) and Ingrid Martens (filmmaker) and her incredible
team. We build new (and lasting) relationships all the time, so keep
a lookout on the website for new faces as the School expands!

Denise Fouché, IP

www.gsa.ac.za

